In this paper we investigate the complexity of finding maximum right angle free subsets of a given set of poi1.1-ts in the plane. For a set of rational points P in the plane. the right angle number p(P) (respectively rectilmear right angle number P.R(P)) of P is the cardinality of a maximum subset of P, no three members of which form a right angle triangle (respectively a right angle triangle with its side or base parallel to the x-axis~ It is shown that both parameters are .¥9'-hard to compute. The latter problem is also shown to be equivalent to finding a minimum dominating set in a bipartite graph. This is used to show that there is a polynomial algorithm for computing PB.(P) when P is a horizontally-convex subset of the lattice Z x Z (P is horizontally-convex if for any pair of points in P which lie on a horizontal line, every lattice point between them is also in P). We then show that this algorithm yields a !-approximate algorithm for the right angle number of a convex subregion of the lattice.
t. Introduction
Let P be a set of points in the plane. A subset S of P is right angle free (nlf) if no three points of S form the vertices of a right angle triangle. The right angle number of P, denoted by p(P), is the cardinality of a maximum raf subset of P.
Let f(n) be the largest integer such that for any set P of n points in the plane, p(P) ~ f(n). Erdos and Silverman [5] noted that a k x k rectangular subset of the integer lattice has right angle number 2k -2. Hence f(k 2 ) :;;;; 2k -2. Abbott [1] proved that f(n) ~ -:.Jn. It is still unknown, however, whether lim,. ... mf(n)/n 112 exists.
For points x = (x1,x2), y = (Yi.Y2 ) the taxi-cab distance between x and y is lx1 -y 1 1 + lx2 -y2 1. The k-diamond, Di,, is the set of all points on the integer lattice which are within taxi-cab distance k of the origin. (D 3 is shown in Fig. 1 ).
The set of points on either axis forins an raf subset of D,. of size 2k + 1, and • Current address: Departments of Mathematics and Operational Research, London School of Economics, Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE. Fig.1 
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Abbott conjectured that these were of maximum possible size. However, Paul Lemke [6] showed that raf subsets of size greater than 2k + 1 exist in D,., for some vales of k. However, as k -+ oo, the ratio of the size of these sets to 2k + 1 converges to 1. He asks whether in fact lim1<-co p(D1:)/(2k + l} = 1. This would imply that if /(n) exists, lim,. ... co f(n)/n 1 12 :S: ..Ji In this paper we examine an associated. computational decision problem, which we call RAF: Given an integer k and finite set P of rational points in the plane, determine whether p(P) 2:: k.
We also consider a related problem where we only prohibit right angle triangles having a prescribed set of orientations. A set of points S in the plane is rectilinear right angle free (rraf) if no three points of S form a right angle triangle with a base side which is parallel to the vector {1,0). ie., a base which is horizontal. For a set P of points, the rectilinear right angle number of P, denoted by PR(P). is the cardinality of a maximum rraf subset of P. (Note that PR(P) ;;?; p(P).) We let RRAF denote the decision problem: Given an integer k and set of points P, determine whether PR(P) ~ k.
An algorithm to solve RAF is polynomial if its running time is bounded by a polynomial in the number of binary bits needed to encode the given set of points as input A pseudo-polynomial algorithm is defined similarly but the points in the plane may be encoded in unary. A problem in%£? is strongly .H'£1-complete if the existence of a pseudo~polynomial algorithm for that problem implies the existence of a polynomial algorithm for some %£?-complete problem.
In the next section we show that both RAF and RRAF are strongly .H'£?complete. In Section 3 we show that RRAF is polynomially solvable for sets P satisfying a certain convexity condition. This is used to give a 1/2-approxima~ algorithm for RAF restricted to convex subregions of the lattice.
CompleX:ity Results

RAF
Oearly RAF is in %~ for we can verify that a set P is right angle free by considering each triple of points in turn and ensuring that no two of the lines defined by the pairs of points of the triple are orthogonal. We show that RAF is strongly %91'-complete by showing that existence of a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for RAF implies the existence of a polynomial algorithm to solve the stable set prob-123 lem for a general graph. As usual, cx(G) denotes the' size of a largest stable set in G.
We begin with a few definitions. (*) z is only in the right triangle (i, z, ]).
We call i, J the endpoints of z.
Proof. By construction each z in P is in exactly one right angle triangle of P-the one associated with its endpoints (i.e. an edge of G). Thus for any independent subset I of G, E' U {i: i e I} is raf. Hence p(P) ~ IEI + a(G). Now let S be a maximum raf subset of P which maximizes IS n E'l. If there exists z e E' -S, then by maximality both endpoints of z, say x and y are in S.
But then (S -{ x}) U { z} is raf, a contradiction. Hence E' s;;;; S and so for any ~ J e Sn V' we must have ij ~E. Thus ISI::;; IEI + cx(G) = IEI + a(G~ 0 Some details still remain. In particular, how do we construct E' in time polynomially bounded in n? It suffices to show that the following problems can be solved in polynomial time:
(a) Determining whether x and y are endpoints of a right angle with centre z;
We first note that if x, y and z are rational points, then the problem (a) can be answered by evaluating an equation of the form
Now consider problem (b), fmding a point z satisfying(*). First we show that there is a polynomial p( ') such that at most p(n} points on C 1 ( {U}) fail condition (*).Consider any candidate z< 0 , for augmenting E1-Let the endpoints of z<ll be i and J. i.e., z< 1 > e C 1 ( gJ}) n Q x Q. The condition(*) is satisfied by rf. 1 {J} in at most one point we know that condition (2) (respectively (3)) can fail for 
is rational and lies on C( {i, ]}). Since the equations
yield distinct Pythagorean Triples, we can always generate a z with unary representation bounded by a polynomial in 11. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. D
A set P of points in Z x Z is horizontally-convex if for any two points of P which lie on a horizontal line, each lattice point between them is also in P. We defme vertically-convex in a similar fashion and say that the subset P is rectilinearconvex if it is both horizontally and vertically-convex. We can modify the reduction in Theorem 2.1 so that each member in P is alone in its row and column. This is done by "tilting" the con.figuration slightly. We can also scale the resulting set of points so that it lies on the integer lattice. This shows that RAF remains .K9-hard for rectilinear-convex regions.
RRAF
The domination number of G, denoted by y(G), is the size of a smallest dominating set of G. We show that RRAF is .K.9-complete, by showing that this· problem is equivalent to the problem of finding minimum dominating sets in bipartite graphs, which is .K.9-complete (Rertossi [2] , Chang and Nemhauser [3] ). We start by defining a bipartite graph B(P), associated with a set of points P in the plane. The graph B has bipartition (R(P), V(P)). Roughly speaking. Proof. It is immediate that a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for RRAF implies the existence of a polynomial algorithm to solve the domination problem for bipartite graphs. Since this problem is .%BJ-complete, the result follows.
O By defining a certain type of weighted RAF problem, we obtain a problem equivalent to the minimum weight domination problem. Given weights on the x and y coordinates, the induced weight of an rraf subset S corresponds to sunnni.ng the weights of the vertices in S. However, these weights depend on S as follows. If (x, y) e S is not alone in its row, then it assumes the weight of its y coordinate.
Similarly, if there is another vertex in S with same x coordinate, then it assumes the weight of its x coordinate. If (x,y) is alone in its row and column, then its weight becomes the maximum of the corresponding coordinate weights. The in· duced weight RRAF problem is find a maximum induced weight mlf subset in a given set of points. We leave it as an exercise to show that Theorem 2.2 can be extended to give a similar relation between weighted dominating set problem and the induced weight RRAF problem.
RRAF in Horizontally Convex Sets
We now show that there "is a polynomial time algorithm .to solve RRAF if the input consists of a horizontally-convex subset of the lattice. In fact if P is horizontally convex, then in B(P) each vertex of H(P) is adjacent to a "contiguous" block of vertices in V(P). Such a bipartite graph, for which the vertices in one part of the bipartition can be ordered so that each vertex in the other part is adjacent to a contiguous block of vertices, is called convex. We give an extension of the cardinality algorithm outlined in [ 4] which finds a minimum weight dominating set in a convex graph in polynomial time. We present an algorithm. for finding a minimum weight dominating set in a coil.vex graph B = (V = (I U 1) , E) which has positive weights w e zv assigned to . its vertices. Assume that 1 is ordered in such a way that the neighbourhood of each vertex in I forms a contiguous block of vertices. Let 11, 1 2 , ••• 1,. be a partition of J such that each 11 is a maximal contiguous subset of J, all of whose members have identical neighbourhoods (in 1). We let 11 = N(11) and let ~(i) = 11 U· ··U J1, for i = 1, 2, .•• m. Let Fi= {x e I: N(x) s 9"(i)}. Note, for any dominating set D of B, each vertex in F1 is either in D or a neighbour in 9"(i) must be in D. For :z e I, we denote by r(z) (respectively l(z)) the largest (respectively smallest) integer i such that i is adjacent to 11• The general approach of our algo-. rithm is to solve the problem inductively for i = l, ... , m.
if (4)
For any k, t1 e {1, ... ,m}, with tt ~ k, we say that a set D s Vis of type (k,t 1 )
D dominates all vertices in 9"(tk), (6) and D dominates all vertices in Ft.
In general, this is a partial dominating set, which is contained in I U 9"(k), and which dominates all vertices in 9'(t,.) as well as any vertices in I which can only be dominated by themselves or vertices in 9'(k).
It can be checked that any minimum weight dominating set will contain either 0, 1 or all vertices of each J". For c = 0, 1, .2 and s = 0, ... , k, a set of type (k, t1t) is said to satisfy (c,s) if ·
J1nD=.0 for i > s,
IJ.nDI = 1 if c=l and s >0,
11.nDI = 0 if c=O or s=O. · Note that from such. a collection we implicitly know a collection of sets D1c (t 11 ) which are the minimum weight sets of type (k, t1c) which also satisfy (12).
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We now show how to construct this collection in polynomial time. In the following we let z; be any minimum weight vertex of 1 1 , for which r(z 1 ) is maximum.
The initial sets are obtained as follows: Di(2, 1,0 ) -D 1 (2, 1, 1) = Ji; D1(1,1,0) = {z} for any zeJ1 of minimUlll weight; Di(l,1,1) = D 1 (1,1,0)U{z 1 }; Di (0, 0, 0) = F1 and finally
We proceed to show how to construct a set D1:+i(c,s,t1c+d fork~ 1, for c = 0, 1 or2,fors=0, ... ,k.
Case!.k+ 1 >s. First let F be the subset of F1:+1 consisting of vertices adjacent to Ja:+ 1 but not to J •. If F =F 0, then let j be the smallest integer such that some vertex of F is adjacent to ./j+i· We then have: It is easy to see that in Cases (I) and (II}, the sets satisfy (11) and (12). Now.consider the third case and let D be any set satisfying (11) and (12) and let z e DnI,,+1.
It follows that D -{z} is a type (k, l(z) -1) set satisfying (c,s). Hence there is a set of at most the weight of D which is considered in (III). Since each of the sets in (III) is feasible, we easily deduce that we can find a new set satisfying {11) and so in fact also (12) .
If Di.(tll:+1 ) dominates JH1 or if t1:+1 S: k, then we have: (1,s,t1i :+d = Dk(t1i:+i)U{z} for any z e Jk+1 of minimum weight So suppose tt+1 = k + 1 and Dk(t1:+1) does not dominate Jt+l· We can argue as in (III) to show that a suitable set for our collection can be found in: In this case it is easy to see that
gives a suitable set 0
The procedure described above can be performed in polynomial time. Hence we can find a minimum weight dominating set in a convex bipartite graph in polynomial time and so we can also compute PR for horizontally-convex sets.
In general, an algorithm which computes PR does not give a constant bound for the parameter p. Proof. Let S be a maximum rraf subset of P. Define s. to be the points of S for which there is another vertex of S with the same y coordinate. Similarly define S0 to be the points of S for which there is another vertex: of S with the same x coordinate. Without loss of generality !Si.I~ IS0 \. Set S' = S -S,,. Note that no vertical line contains more than one point of S'. Order they coordinates of the points in order of increasing x coordinate, say y 1 , y2 , •.• , Yr.: and suppose S has been chosen to maximize the length of the initial monotone subsequen~ of {y;}~=i · We claim that {y1H .. 1 itself is monotone. If not, then without loss of generality there is some i such that y 1 ::;; y2 • • • ~ y 1, y1+1 < y, and either y1_ 1 ~ Y;+1 or Yi+i :s;; y1_ 1 • We consider only the case where Yi+t ~ Y;-i, the other case being similar.
For each i, let x1 be the x coordinate of the i'' point in S'. By convexity, every lattice point contained in the triangle determined by (x 1 -i.y1_ 1 ), (xi.yi) and (X;+1,Y;+1 ) is in P. In particular (x,,y1+1 ) e P. Thus (S -{(x;,y1)})U {(xi.Y1+1 )} contradicts the choice of S. Hence {y1}~=i is monotone and so S' is raf and the theorem. follows. D Corollary 3.5. There is a !--approximate algorithm for RAF restricted to contil(!X regions of the integer lattice.
Proof Given S a maximum rraf subset, we can polynomially construct S' as in Theorem 3.4. D
